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CHASE YOUR DREAM

NEWSLETTER
The Intent of this news letter is sharing
the information for the book lovers. This
is monthly newsletter. In every episode,
it will cover review of one super hit book,
new releases, and link for special
discount books.  

Knowledge is something that will serve
you entire life. Knowledge does not
always come with power. Knowledge is
the state of awareness or understanding
and learning of specific information
about something and it is gained from
experience or study. This means a person
has the resources to express his views
dynamically and make intelligent
decisions based on his every day
situations, awareness and
understanding. 

The ability to acquire knowledge,
preserve and pass it on to the future
generation makes man powerful. It
enables him to control the forces of
nature and use them for his benefit. This
power of knowledge, if used wisely can
bring happiness to mankind. Knowledge
leads to wisdom, respect and
consequently power. 

Knowledge Is Power

“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he
stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but
where he stands at times of challenge and
controversy.”- Martin Luthar King Jr.

Books are very powerful; they change
and transform lives. Nearly all
successful people will tell you that
there is at least one that completely
turned around and transformed their
life.

But reading is not just about gathering
information; it is coming together of
many things. Reading can bring you
great enjoyment and laughter, which
is great for your well-being, while
mystery novels will stimulate your
imagination.

Books are powerful ways of
influencing the subconscious mind.
You cannot succeed in life with limited
knowledge and information.

Books - Source of Knowledge



Success is like a sharp-edged knife. As much as it can
be used to sharpen things, it can equally hurt if not
handled carefully, even for a moment. Many tend to
forget this contrast. 

Success should not get into your head. If you are
successful, be happy but don't boast about it. It doesn't
take too long to fall on the ground from cloud nine.
Nothing will be a bigger failure if your success prevents
you from going further.

Success has many side effects. Once a person achieves
success, there are a lot of changes taking place
internally and externally. Complacency is the primary
internal effect. Complacency, in other words, is one
kind of satisfaction. Appetite for success gets reduced
immediately. Another impact is ego. When the ego
takes over, you feel superiority over others. When you
feel superior to others, the willingness to learn and
listen gets reduced considerably. Attitude gets
changed, such as I am correct, you are wrong, takes
over. On the external front, people see you through
different glasses; media coverage, people attention. All
these create a distraction for the future. 

What happens to most people is that they get
distracted with the small achievements; they become
the victim of the small intermediate success. They
develop a lack of motivation, get distracted, a reduced
level of grit and determination, and less burning desire.

SIDE EFFECTS OF SUCCESS



BOOK REVIEW

How to Win Arguments
by Robert Krishna

Recently I was impressed with this

book because it is written in a way that

can implementable in life. 

Arguing is probably one of the more

frustrating things to do, especially if

you're not arguing with someone who's

equally matched. There are some tips

and tricks that might help you win an

argument, and it is important to

remember that the best arguments are

always backed up with data. 

This book will discuss how to present

your point of view in a way that doesn't

get knocked down by opponents and

why it's important to have data behind

your argument.

Arguing without presenting factual

information can backfire pretty hard. If

you don't have facts and stats showing

that you're on the right track, any

intelligent person will see right through

your bluff and make sure that it doesn't

work.

Parenting Teens
by Andrew Stone

Many of us have struggled to mold

our children into responsible adults

and feel really good when we can

truly say that they are wonderful

people.

It can be a daunting task to handle

the rebelliousness and immaturity

that teenagers can bring. This book

have given insights that will give

you ideas on how to deal with teens

as they grow up.

Parenting teens is different. The

teen years are tough and challenging

as a parent because your child needs

you less and less but also has a lot of

independence and freedom. 

Parenting isn't easy, and decisions

can be hard. But there isn't a parent

that wouldn't rather see their child

happy, independent, and achieving

their goals. With the help of this

book, you can get more insight into

being a teen’s best friend. 

https://geni.us/PplLv
https://geni.us/4NYZkBG


NEW RELEASES

Empath Healing
by Robert Krishna

Natural Healing by
Robert Krishna

Building Habits
by Pradip N Das

How To Stop Overthinking
by Pradip N Das

https://geni.us/x0291
https://geni.us/DMC4m
https://geni.us/6o9grXt
https://geni.us/Ph0fvl


HOW TO CONNECT

To publish review of your books, you can

contact at contact@pndas.com

To improve visibility or launch your book, you

can contact at contact@pndas.com

It is absolutely free of cost as of now

FOR AUTHORS

FOR READERS & AUDIO BOOK
LISTENERS

Subscribe this Newsletter to get free articles and

information about books every month. 

Get all the Promotion Offers along with

important articles.

Join My WhatsApp Group by clicking the link:

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DoHByIiShzxCVRn

V0uYnAA

This is just the beginning of a support system for

authors. We will improvise as per the requirements

of Authors, Readers and Audiobook Listeners. We

solicit your feedback and suggestions (email:

contact@pndas.com) for improvements. 

FEEDBACK

https://chat.whatsapp.com/DoHByIiShzxCVRnV0uYnAA


DOWNLOAD FREE PDF BOOK 

 
 

As a thank you note, I offer you
one of my books, "The Art of

Managing Success",
completely free.

 
 
 

CLICK HERE
 

https://dogged-trader-78.ck.page/cac2ddd26c

